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It is well known that one may study Hardy spaces with the domain a finite bor-
dered Riemann surface rather than the unit disk. However, for domains with more
than one boundary component it is natural to consider, besides the usual positive
definite inner product on H2 , indefinite inner products obtained by picking up dif-
ferent signs (or in the vector-valued case, different signature matrices) when
integrating over different components. In this paper we obtain a necessary and suf-
ficient condition for such an indefinite inner product to be nondegenerate and
show that when this condition is satisfied we actually get a Kre@$ n space. Further-
more, each holomorphic mapping of the finite bordered Riemann surface onto the
unit disk (which maps boundary to boundary) determines an explicit isometric
isomorphism between this space and a usual vector-valued Hardy space on the unit
disk with an indefinite inner product defined by an appropriate hermitian matrix.
As is usual when studying Hardy spaces on a multiply connected domain, the
elements of the space are sections of a vector bundle rather than functions. The
main point is to construct an appropriate extension of this bundle to the double of
the finite bordered Riemann surface and to use Cauchy kernels for certain vector
bundles on a compact Riemann surface.  2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider (in general) indefinite Hardy spaces on a finite
bordered Riemann surface. To put the problem in perspective, let us first
recall the classical case of the open unit disk D (for details see, e.g., [16,
23, 27, 32]). The corresponding Hardy space H m2 consists of C
m-valued
functions f analytic in D and such that
sup
r<1
1
2? |
2?
0
f (reit)* f (re it) dt<. (1.1)
The integral in (1.1) is an increasing function of r, and H m2 is a Hilbert
space when endowed with the inner product
( f, g) = lim
r  1
1
2? |
2?
0
g(re it)* f (reit) dt. (1.2)
Furthermore, for every | # D and every c # Cm, the function H|(z) c
belongs to H m2 and ( f, H|c) =c*f (|), where H|(z)=(Im 1&z| ). In
other words, H m2 is the reproducing kernel Hilbert space with reproducing
kernel H|(z) (for a general discussion of reproducing kernel spaces see,
e.g., [6, 38, 41]). It is also well known that every element in H m2 possesses
almost everywhere nontangential boundary values on the unit circle. This
provides an identification of H m2 with a closed subspace of the Lebesgue
space Lm2 (T) of C
m-valued functions on the unit circle T (with respect to
the normalized Lebesgue measure on T). There is a direct sum decomposi-
tion Lm2 =H
m
2 H &, m2 , where H &, m2 is an analogously defined Hardy
space of functions analytic in the exterior of the closed unit disk and
vanishing at infinity. Notice that the orthogonal projection P+ from Lm2
onto H m2 is given by c*((P+ f )(|))=( f, H| c)L2m , where c # C
m and | # D,
i.e., P+ is the Cauchy transform:
(P+ f )(|)=
1
2?i |T
f (z)
z&|
dz.
Let J now be an m_m matrix which is both unitary and selfadjoint, i.e.,
a so-called signature matrix (actually, we may take J to be any nonsingular
self-adjoint matrix). The space H m2 endowed with the (in general) indefinite
inner product
[ f, g]J=
1
2? |
2?
0
g(eit)* Jf (eit) dt (1.3)
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is a Kre@$ n space H m2, J , which plays an important role in interpolation
theory (see [17]) and in model theory (see [13]). We recall that a Kre@$ n
space is a (necessarily nondegenerate) indefinite inner product space which
can be decomposed as an orthogonal direct sum of a Hilbert space and an
anti-Hilbert space. Kre@$ n spaces are both interesting in their own rights and
appear naturally when studying Hilbert spaces; for the general theory of
Kre@$ n spaces see [7, 12, 28].
Let us now replace D by an open Riemann surface S, where S _ S is a
finite bordered Riemann surface (a compact Riemann surface with bound-
ary) with boundary S consisting of k1 components (disjoint analytic
simple closed curves) X0 , ..., Xk&1 . One can once more introduce the
Hardy space H m2 (S, +) where + is a positive Borel measure on S,
absolutely continuous with respect to local Lebesgue measures (relative to
a coordinate covering of S) and whose derivatives with respect to local
Lebesgue measures are (uniformly) bounded and bounded away from zero.
The supremum (1.1) of the integrals over concentric circles in D with
respect to the normalized Lebesgue measure is replaced by the supremum
of the integrals over systems of smooth simple closed curves in S which
approximate S=X0+ } } } +Xk&1 , more precisely, which form the
boundaries of an increasing sequence of domains in S with union S, with
respect to the harmonic measures of these domains relative to some fixed
interior point; the definition is independent of the particular choice of
approximating curves since it is equivalent to the condition that the sub-
harmonic function f ( p)* f ( p) has a harmonic majorant. See Parreau [33],
Rudin [37], Heins [26]. The inner product is given by
( f, g) = :
k&1
i=0
|
Xi
g( p)* f ( p) d+( p), (1.4)
where f ( p) denotes the nontangential boundary value of f at p, which exists
again almost everywhere; H m2 (S, +) is a closed subspace of the Lebesgue
space Lm2 (S, +). Notice that the definition of the inner product (1.4)
depends on the choice of the measure + on the boundary S. There is no
canonical choice, though different choices give equivalent norms. Usually,
one takes + to be the harmonic measure of S with respect to some fixed
interior point, or more generally a representing measure (see Clancey [14],
BallClancey [8]); when S is a planar domain, we may also take the
arclength measure on S, or (see McCulloughShen [30], McCullough [29])
weighted arclength measure with different constant weights on different
boundary components.
Actually, rather than considering single-valued analytic functions, it is
more natural (see Sarason [39], Voichick [48], Hasumi [25], Widom
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[50, 51], Abrahamse [1, 2], AbrahamseDouglas [3]) to consider multi-
plicative multivalued analytic functions, i.e., analytic sections of a rank m
flat unitary vector bundle / on S. Recall that this means that / is a
homomorphism from the fundamental group ?1(S) into the group U(m) of
m_m unitary matrices (we shall denote a representation of the fundamen-
tal group and the corresponding flat vector bundle by the same letter), and
an analytic section f of / over S is an analytic Cm-valued function on the
universal cover S of S satisfying f (Tp~ )=/(T ) f ( p~ ) for all p~ # S and all deck
transformations T of S over S, which we identify as usual with elements of
?1(S); loosely speaking, f is a multivalued function which picks up a matrix
multiplier /(T ) when we go around a closed loop T on S. The expression
g( p)* f ( p) in (1.4) now means g( p~ )* f ( p~ ), where p~ # S is over p # S, and
is well defined since the values of / are unitary matrices. (Here, S _ S is
a Riemann surface with boundary which is the universal cover of S _ S;
notice that S and S _ S have the same fundamental group. Concretely, by
the uniformization theorem, S is the open unit disk D, the group of deck
transformations is a (fixed point free) Fuchsian group, and S is the unit
circle T from which a closed subset of measure 0 of limit points of this
Fuchsian group was removed.) We obtain the Hardy space H2(S, /, +); it
is a closed subspace of the Lebesgue space L2(S, /, +) of locally square
integrable (with respect to local Lebesgue measures relative to a coordinate
covering of S) sections of / over S.
In this paper we consider the framework of multiplicative half-order dif-
ferentials (rather than multiplicative functions), i.e., sections of a vector
bundle of the form /2, where / is again a flat unitary vector bundle on
S and where 2 is a square root of the canonical line bundle (the line bundle
with local holomorphic sections equal to local holomorphic differentials)
KS on S: 22$KS . Transition functions for 2 are thus given by
- dt: dt; , where [U:] is an open covering of S with a local parameter t:
on U: such that U: and U: & U; are simply connected for all :, ;, and we
choose any branches of the square root so that the cocycle condition
dt:dt# =
dt:
dt; 
dt;
dt#
is satisfied. Sections of 2called half-order differentials (or spinors)are
locally of the form ’(t) - dt where t is a local parameter on a simply con-
nected open set in S. Choosing different branches of the square root yields
a different line bundle 2$ with a canonical isomorphism 2$ |2 where
| is some flat unitary line bundle corresponding to a homomorphism
|: ?1(S)  [\1]; in particular, the notion of a multiplicative half-order
differential is independent of the choice of 2.
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We define H2(S, /2) to be the set of sections f of /2 analytic in S
and such that
sup
1&=<r<1
:
k&1
i=0
|
Xi (r)
f ( p)* f ( p)<. (1.5)
In (1.5), Xi (r) (1&=<r<1 for some =>0) are smooth simple closed cur-
ves in S approximating Xi , i=0, ..., k&1; note that since f is a section of
/2, the expression f ( p)* f ( p) is a a section of |KS | (the line bundle with
transition functions the absolute values of the transition functions of KS),
i.e., locally of the form ,(t) |dt|, where t is a local parameter, so it can be
integrated over curves in S and (1.5) makes sense. Precisely, Xi (r) is given
by |zi ( p)|=r, where zi is a boundary uniformizer near the boundary com-
ponent Xi , i.e., zi is a conformal mapping from a boundary neighbourhood
Ui adjacent to Xi (an open set in S whose closure in S _ S contains Xi)
onto the open annulus [* # C : 1&=<*<1] such that the continuous
extension of zi to Xi maps Xi bijectively onto the unit circle. (It is probably
possible, as in the definition of Smirnov classes E2 (see [16, Sect. 10.5]),
also to use more general approximating curves and to define H2(S, /2)
as the set of sections f of /2 analytic in S and such that the supremum
of the integrals of f ( p)* f ( p) over some sequence of systems of smooth
simple closed curves in S which form the boundaries of an increasing
sequence of domains in S with union S and whose lengths (in terms of
boundary uniformizers) are bounded, is finite.) Each one of the integrals in
(1.5) is a convex function of log r (this follows from writing f =fi - dzi on
the boundary neighbourhood Ui , where f i is an analytic section of /|i
over Ui for some flat unitary line bundle |i , and applying to the (single-
valued) subharmonic function fi ( p)* fi ( p) on Ui a well-known theorem of
Riesz (see, e.g., [43, Theorem II.9]) about integral means of subharmonic
functions on an annulus), and the space H2(S, /2) is a Hilbert space
with the inner product
( f, g) =lim
r  1
:
k&1
i=0
|
Xi(r)
g( p)* f ( p). (1.6)
The space H2(/2) is actually isomorphic to the space H2(/, +) for an
appropriate + (to lighten the notation, we shall usually omit the
dependence of the Hardy spaces on S). Indeed, let : be a section of 2
holomorphic on S and continuous and nowhere zero on S _ S (such an
: can be easily constructed using the classical function theory on the
double of S); then division by : defines such an isomorphism with d+=:: .
This follows, e.g., using boundary uniformizers and the fact that for a
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holomorphic function ,(*) on an annulus [* # C : \<*<1], ,(*)* ,(*)
has a harmonic majorant if and only if the integral means of ,(*)* ,(*)
over concentric circles are bounded, in which case ,(*) possesses non-
tangential boundary values almost everywhere on |*|=\, |*|=1, and
lim
r  \ |
2?
0
|,(reit)&,(\e it)|2 dt= lim
r  1 |
2?
0
|,(re it)&,(eit)| 2 dt=0.
It follows that the definition of H2(/2) is independent of the choice of
boundary uniformizers, that every element of H2(/2) possesses non-
tangential boundary values almost everywhere on S, and that H2(/2)
is indeed a Hilbert space and a closed subspace of the Lebesgue space
L2(S, /2) of locally square integrable sections of /2 over S.
Given any positive measure & on S, absolutely continuous with respect
to local Lebesgue measures, whose derivatives with respect to local
Lebesgue measures are (uniformly) bounded and bounded away from zero,
there exists a unique section ; of |2, for some flat unitary line bundle
|, which is holomorphic and nowhere zero on S and has nontangential
boundary values almost everywhere on S with d&=;; and such that mul-
tiplication by ; defines an isomorphism from H2(/, &) onto H2(/|2).
Indeed, let s be the multiplicative outer function on S with ss =d&:: on S
(see [25, 45, 49]), where : is as above a fixed section of 2 holomorphic on
S and continuous and nowhere zero on S _ S, and set ;=s:.
For the special case when d& is the restriction to S of a real
meromorphic differential ’ on the double X of S (this includes harmonic
measures, and more generally representing measures; see Section 2 for the
discussion of the double), we simply write ’( p)=;( p) ;( p{), where we take
the unique representation of the divisor of ’ (on X) as D+D{ with D a
divisor of degree g&1 with no poles in S and ; is the multiplicative half-
order differential with divisor D. When d& is the arclength measure on the
boundary of a planar domain with planar coordinate z we have ;=- dz.
(It is shown in [19, p. 125] that in this last case ; is actually a section
of 2 if we take 2 to be the square root of KX whose image under the
Abel-Jacobi map is the Riemann’s constant } in the Jacobian of X, using
a symmetrical homology basis on X.)
The advantage of the Hardy spaces of multiplicative half-order differen-
tials as compared to the Hardy spaces of multiplicative functions is that
their definition is canonical without any choices involved; also (or perhaps
as a result), many formulas (for instance for the reproducing kernels)
assume much simpler forms. Such spaces were considered in the scalar case
by Fay [19].
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We now introduce analogues of the H m2, J spaces on S. We endow
H2(/2) with the (in general) indefinite inner product
[ f, g]= :
k&1
i=0
|
Xi
g( p)* J( p) f ( p). (1.7)
Here J( p~ ) is a locally constant matrix-function on S whose values are
m_m signature matrices, satisfying /(T)* J(Tp~ ) /(T)=J( p~ ) for all p~ # S
and all T # ?1(S); as in (1.4), the expression g( p)* J( p) f ( p) in (1.7) means
g( p~ )* J( p~ ) f ( p~ ), where p~ # S is over p # S, and is a well defined section
of |KS | because of the transformation property of J( p~ ). We denote
H2(/2) endowed with this inner product by H2, J( p)(/2). To under-
stand the freedom in the choice of J( p~ ) for the given /, choose points
pi # Xi , i=0, ..., k&1, let Ci be a path on S linking p0 to pi , and set
Ai=CiXiC &1i # ?1(S, p0). (We write the composition of paths from left to
right, so that in this example Ai is obtained by first traversing Ci , then Xi ,
and then C &1i .) Then the (homotopy class of) Ci determines a component
X i of S lying over Xi , and the constant value Ji of J( p~ ) on X i can be an
arbitrary m_m signature matrix satisfying /(Ai)* Ji/(Ai)=Ji ; any other
component of S lying over Xi is obtained from X i by some deck transfor-
mation R, and the value of J( p~ ) on this component is /(R)* Ji/(R). For
the case of line bundles (m=1), the choice of J( p~ ) amounts to an arbitrary
choice of a sign \1 for each Xi . We shall often assume the choice of com-
ponents X i has been made and denote H2, J( p)(/2) by H2, J0 , ..., Jk&1(/2).
The space H2, J0 , ..., Jk&1(/2) is a natural example of an indefinite inner
product space. It plays also an important role in the model theory of pairs
of commuting nonselfadjoint operators and in interpolation theory on mul-
tiply connected domains. However, even for the simple case of an annulus
and line bundles (m=1), it is not clear that it is nondegenerate, let alone
a Kre@$ n space. The main idea of this paper is to use the signature matrices
J0 , ..., Jk&1 to construct an appropriate extension of / to the double X of
S; denoting this extension again by /, a necessary condition for the non-
degeneracy of our space is that h0(X, /2)=0 (this will be generically the
case; we denote by 2 also the extension of the original square root of KS
on S to a square root of KX on X). We mention that in the line bundle case
the extension can be viewed in terms of the Jacobian variety of X as taking
a point in a certain real torus TJ1J0 , ..., Jk&1 J0 in the Jacobian variety; the
point in the real torus is determined by the original flat unitary line bundle
/ on S, the points in different real tori corresponding to different signs
J0 , ..., Jk&1 being obtained from each other by a translation by an
appropriate half-period. For details, compare the construction of Section 2
with [19, Proposition 6.8; 46]; the condition h0(X, /2)=0 means that
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the resulting point in the Jacobian variety of X is not a zero of the theta
function.
Returning to the general case, it follows from the condition h0(X, /2)=0
that / (or rather /2) on X admits a certain kernel function which is the
analogue of Im (z&w) for the trivial bundle on the complex plane and
which we call the Cauchy kernel for / on X. (In the case of line bundles
(m=1) the Cauchy kernel can be expressed in terms of the theta function.)
We then use the Cauchy kernel and an arbitrary meromorphic function on
X which represents S as a ramified covering of D to construct an explicit
isometric isomorphism between H2, J0 , ..., Jk&1(/2) and H
M
2, J for appro-
priate M and J. It follows immediately that H2, J0 , ..., Jk&1(/2) is a Krein
space. It is actually a reproducing kernel Krein space whose reproducing
kernel is the Cauchy kernel for / on X. We also show the analogue of the
direct sum decomposition Lm2 =H
m
2 H
&, m
2 and of the explicit formula for
the orthogonal projection from Lm2 onto H
m
2 .
In the line bundle case and for J0= } } } =Jk&1=1, an isomorphism
essentially equivalent to the one we construct has been obtained by Pavlov
and Fedorov [34] for the annulus and by Fedorov [21, 22] in general;
they have used it to study the question of completeness for bases of
reproducing kernels on multiply connected domains, as well as (in several
later papers of Fedorov) certain other questions of function theory on mul-
tiply connected domains. Still in the line bundle Hilbert space case, Fay
[19, Chap. 6] and Ball and Clancey [8] have given explicit formulas for
the reproducing kernel in terms of theta functions. Various analogues of
the direct sum decomposition Lm2 =H
m
2 H
&, m
2 have been obtained by
Schiffer [40] (see also Bell [11]) and by Earle and Marden [18] (see also
Fedorov [21, 22]). All these authors, except for Fay, consider spaces of
multiplicative functions rather than multiplicative half-order differentials,
resulting in essentially more complicated formulas.
Our isomorphism has also a clear operator theoretic interpretation. It is
related to the isomorphism between the model space for a pair of commut-
ing nonselfadjoint operators on a compact real Riemann surface and the
usual model space for one of the operators on the unit disk; we shall dis-
cuss this in a subsequent publication.
Both for this operator theoretic interpretation and for the constructions
that we use, it will be natural to consider in the rest of the paper a some-
what more general class of indefinite Hardy spaces of multiplicative half-
order differentials than we have introduced above; we conclude this section
by describing this frameworkwhich corresponds to considering multi-
pliers which are no longer unitary and constantand its relation to the
unitary case.
We consider any rank m complex holomorphic vector bundle on S (with
a continuous extension to S _ S) corresponding to a factor of automorphy
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/ for S _ S. Recall that this means that for every T # ?1(S), /(T, p~ ) is a
holomorphic function on S with a continuous extension to S _ S whose
values are invertible m_m complex matrices, satisfying /(T1 T2 , p~ )=
/(T1 , T2p~ ) /(T2 , p~ ); and an analytic section f of / over S (we again denote
a factor of automorphy and the corresponding vector bundle by the
same letter) is an analytic Cm-valued function on S satisfying f (Tp~ )=
/(T, p~ ) f ( p~ ) for all p~ # S and all T # ?1(S). (For general background on
vector bundles and factors of automorphy see, e.g., [24].) We consider
again the indefinite inner product (1.7), where J( p~ ) is a continuous (not
necessarily locally constant) matrix-function on S whose values are m_m
nonsingular self-adjoint matrices (not necessarily signature matrices),
satisfying /(T, p~ )* J(Tp~ ) /(T, p~ )=J( p~ ) for all p~ # S and all T # ?1(S). The
only new point is that we cannot in general introduce the space H2(/2),
since while the integrand in (1.7) is still a well defined section of |KS |, the
integrands in (1.5) and (1.6) are not when / is not unitary flat. We thus
define H2, J( p)(/2) to be the space of sections f of /2 analytic in S and
such that
sup
1&=<r<1
:
k&1
i=0
|
X i
0(r)
f ( p~ )* f ( p~ )<. (1.8)
Here we take smooth simple closed curves Xi (r) in S approximating Xi as
in (1.5), and we also choose a component X i of S lying over Xi as above
and an open arc X 0i on X i mapped bijectively (except for endpoints) onto
Xi by the covering map; then X 0i (r) is an open path on S mapped bijec-
tively (except for endpoints) onto Xi (r) by the covering map and lying in
a fixed compact neighbourhood of X 0i . While the values of the integrals in
(1.8) depend on the various choices of pre-images on S made, the existence
of the bound does not. It follows by using, e.g., boundary uniformizers as
before that every element of H2, J( p)(/2) possesses nontangential bound-
ary values almost everywhere on S which are locally square integrable,
and we define an (indefinite) inner product on H2, J( p)(/2) by (1.7);
H2, J( p)(/2) is a subspace of an obviously defined (indefinite) Lebesgue
space L2, J( p)(S, /2) of locally square integrable sections of /2 over S.
Assuming that the choice of components X i has been made we again let
Ji ( p~ ) be the restriction of J( p~ ) to X i and we denote H2, J( p)(/2) by
H2, J0( p), ..., Jk&1( p)(/2). As before, Ji ( p~ ) can be arbitrary continuous
matrix-functions on X i whose values are m_m nonsingular self-adjoint
matrices satisfying /(Ai , p~ )* Ji (Aip~ ) /(Ai , p~ )=Ji ( p~ ). We assume that the
functions /(T, p~ ) for all T # ?1(S) and the functions J i ( p~ ), i=0, ..., k&1,
extend analytically to the whole universal covering surface X of the double
X of S. (This is almost certainly too strong an assumption and a more
careful arrangement of the proof of Proposition 2.1 below should show that
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it is enough to assume that Ji ( p~ ) can be extended to analytic functions on
S continuous on all of S _ S .)
Let now / and /$ be analytically isomorphic rank m vector bundles on
S with the isomorphism extending continuously to S _ S, i.e., there exists
an analytic matrix-function F( p~ ) on S extending continuously to S _ S
whose values are nonsingular m_m matrices such that /$(T, p~ )=F(Tp~ )
/(T, p~ ) F( p~ )&1 for all p~ # S and all T # ?1(S). Given a self-adjoint matrix-
function J( p~ ) on S corresponding to /, we can define a self-adjoint
matrix-function J$( p~ ) corresponding to /$ by J$( p~ )=F( p~ )&* J( p~ ) F( p~ )&1;
it is obvious that multiplication by F( p~ ) defines a canonical isometric
isomorphism between the indefinite Hardy spaces H2, J( p)(/2) and
H2, J$( p)(/$2). From the extension to the double it follows that in the line
bundle case (m=1) we can always replace, using such an isomorphism, an
arbitrary complex holomorphic line bundle together with a collection of
self-adjoint matrix-functions (real-valued scalar functions in this case) on
boundary components with a (uniquely determined) flat unitary line
bundle together with a collection of constant signature matrices (in this
case, signs \1) as introduced before. This is false for m>1 but it is still
true generically in a certain sense, at least for the case where the indefinite
Hardy space is nondegenerate. See the discussion at the end of Section 2.
2. EXTENSION OF VECTOR BUNDLES TO THE DOUBLE
We shall show now that given a complex holomorphic vector bundle on
a finite bordered Riemann surface, together with a collection of self-adjoint
matrix-functions on its boundary components as described in the Introduc-
tion, it can be uniquely extended to a complex holomorphic vector bundle
on the double satisfying certain symmetry properties. In particular, given a
flat unitary vector bundle on a finite bordered Riemann surface, together
with a collection of (constant) signature matrices as described above, it can
be uniquely extended in this way to a flat unitary vector bundle on the
double. As already mentioned, this extension and a subsequent use of the
function theory on the double is our main tool for the study of (indefinite)
Hardy spaces on a finite bordered Riemann surface.
As in the Introduction, let S be a finite bordered Riemann surface with
k (oriented) boundary components X0 , ..., Xk&1 . Let X be the double of S.
On X there is a natural antiholomorphic involution {; thus X is a compact
real Riemann surface (a Riemann surface equipped with an antiholo-
morphic involution, or equivalently Riemann surface of a real algebraic
curve) of genus g=2s+k&1, where s is the genus of S; the set XR of fixed
points of { (real points of X) coincides with the boundary S. Furthermore
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X is a real Riemann surface of dividing type: the complement X"XR con-
sists of two connected components X+=S and X& interchanged by {.
(Conversely, it is clear that any real Riemann surface of dividing type is the
double of a finite bordered Riemann surface.) Obviously, { acts on the
fundamental group ?1(X) and on the univeral covering surface X of X; it
also acts naturally on complex holomorphic vector bundles on X: the
transition functions for the vector bundle V { are complex conjugates of the
transition functions for V at the point conjugate under {.
In the sequel, we shall need an explicit description of the action of { on
the generators of ?1(X). Choose points pi # X i , i=0, ..., k&1, and let Ci be
a path on S linking p0 to p i . Then ?1(S, p0) is generated by
A0 , A1 , ..., Ak&1 , A$1 , B$1 , ..., A$s , B$s ,
where A0=X0 , Aj=CjX jC &1j for j=1, ..., k&1, and Ai$ , Bi$ , i=1, ..., s,
represent a canonical homology basis on S (i.e., have intersection matrix
( 0&I
I
0).) There is a single relation in ?1(S, p0) given by
‘
s
i=1
Ai$Bi$Ai$&1Bi$&1 ‘
0
k&1
Ai=1.
The fundamental group ?1(X, p0) is generated by
A1 , B1 , ..., Ak&1 , Bk&1 , A$1 , B$1 , ..., A$s , B$s , A1" , B1" , ..., As" , B s" .
In this list, Aj , Ai$ , Bi$ are as above, Bj=(C {j ) C
&1
j for j=1, ..., k&1, and
Ai"=Bi${ (2.1)
Bi"=Ai${ . (2.2)
In ?1(X, p0) we have the relation (see [31])
‘
1
i=s
A i"Bi"Ai"&1Bi"&1 ‘
s
i=1
Ai$Bi$Ai$&1Bi$&1 ‘
1
j=k&1
A j ‘
k&1
j=1
BjA&1j B
&1
j =1. (2.3)
Notice that
B{j =B
&1
j (2.4)
A{j =BjA jB
&1
j . (2.5)
We consider now a rank m vector bundle H on X such that there exists
a nondegenerate bilinear pairing H_H {  KX which is parahermitian (i.e.,
( f, g{)( p)=(g, f {)( p{) for all local holomorphic sections f and g of H near
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p and p{ respectively). Since deg KX=2g&2 it follows that deg H=
m(g&1); we write H$/2 where / is a rank m vector bundle of degree
0 (represented by a factor of automorphy) and 2 is a square root of KX .
We assume that the line bundle 2 has been chosen so that 2$2{ and that,
furthermore, the transition functions of 2 are symmetric with respect to {
[19, Proposition 6.11]. We then obtain a parahermitian nondegenerate
bilinear pairing //{  OX , or more explicitly an everywhere nonsingular
holomorphic m_m matrix-valued function G on the universal covering
surface X with G( p~ {)*=G( p~ ) and
/(T {, p~ {)* G(Tp~ ) /(T, p~ )=G( p~ ). (2.6)
The pairing H_H{  KX is given explicitly by
( f, g)( p~ )= g( p~ {)* G( p~ ) f ( p~ ). (2.7)
We now introduce the (in general) indefinite inner product
|
XR
g( p~ {)* G( p~ ) f ( p~ ), (2.8)
where f and g are locally square integrable sections of H over XR . Here, as
in the Introduction, the integral is computed on X and the integrand does
not depend on the choice of p~ # X above p # X. We denote the variable in
the integrand by p~ rather than by p to avoid confusion since while p{= p
for p # XR , in general p~ {{ p~ for p~ # X lying over p # XR ; all we can say is
that there exists Tp~ # ?1(X) such that p~ {=Tp~ ( p~ ). Therefore, (2.8) can be
rewritten as
|
XR
g( p~ )* J( p~ ) f ( p~ ) (2.9)
(or XR g( p)* J( p) f ( p)), where J( p~ )=/(Tp~ , p~ )* G( p~ ). It is easily checked
that J( p~ )*=J( p~ ) and /(R, p~ )* J(Rp~ ) /(R, p~ )=J( p~ ) for all p~ # X over XR
and all R # ?1(X).
Thus the vector bundle H=/2 on X and the nondegenerate paraher-
mitian pairing H_H {  KX (i.e., / and G( p~ )) define a self-adjoint matrix-
function J( p~ ) on S corresponding to the restriction of / to S as in the
Introduction, and the indefinite inner product (1.7) or (2.9) is alternatively
given by (2.8). (Here and throughout we view S _ S as a subset of X .) For
p~ lying over a point of Xi , we have Tp~ =R{R&1 for i=0 and Tp~ =R{BiR&1
for i=1, ..., k&1, where R depends only on the component of the inverse
image of Xi in X that p~ belongs to. Taking as in the Introduction the
specific component X i (depending on the homotopy classes of the paths
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Ci , i.e., on the choice of the generators Bi) corresponding to R=id, the
restriction Ji ( p~ ) of J( p~ ) to X i is given by J0( p~ )=G( p~ ) and Ji ( p~ )=
/(Bi , p~ )* G( p~ ) for i=1, ..., k&1. Writing Ji ( p~ )=G( p~ )* /(Bi , p~ )=
G( p~ {) /(Bi , p~ )=G(Bip~ ) /(Bi , p~ ) exhibits the analytic extension of J i ( p~ ) to
all of X .
In the sequel we shall often write the inner product (1.7) or (2.9) as
:
k&1
0
|
Xi
g( p~ )* J i ( p~ ) f ( p~ ) (2.10)
(or k&10 Xi g( p)* Ji ( p) f ( p)) where p~ is restricted to belong to X i .
We proceed to show that conversely every complex holomorphic vector
bundle on S with a collection of self-adjoint matrix-functions on boundary
components as in the Introduction can be obtained from a vector bundle
H on X as above.
Proposition 2.1. Let / be an m_m factor of automorphy for S _ S
and let Ji ( p~ ) be continuous matrix-functions on the specific components X i of
the inverse image of Xi in S whose values are m_m nonsingular self-adjoint
matrices, satisfying /(Ai , p~ )* Ji (Ai p~ ) /(Ai , p~ )=Ji ( p~ ). Assume that the
functions /(T, p~ ) for all T # ?1(S) and the functions Ji ( p~ ), i=0, ..., k&1,
extend analytically to X . Then there exists a unique extension (still denoted
by /) of / to a factor of automorphy for X satisfying
/(T {, p~ {)* G(Tp~ ) /(T, p~ )=G( p~ ), p~ # X , T # ?1(X), (2.11)
G(Bi p~ ) /(B i , p~ )=Ji ( p~ ), (2.12)
where G( p~ )=J0( p~ ).
As we have noticed in the Introduction, the hypothesis of the existence
of analytic extensions can be probably relaxed so as to be formulated in
terms of S only.
Proof of Proposition 2.1. We use the generators and relations for ?1(S)
and ?1(X) described above. We first note that the extension, if it exists, is
uniquely determined. In fact, /(Ai , p~ ), /(A$i , p~ ), and /(B$i , p~ ) are given (for
all p~ # X ); we obtain /(Bi , p~ ) by (2.12) and /(Ai" , p~ ), /(Bi" , p~ ) using (2.1),
(2.2), and (2.11). More precisely, we are led to define
/(Bi , p~ )=G(Bip~ )&1 Ji ( p~ ) (2.13)
/(Ai" , p~ )=G(A i"p~ )&1 /(B$i , p~ {)&* G( p~ ) (2.14)
/(Bi" , p~ )=G(Bi"p~ )&1 /(A$i , p~ {)&* G( p~ ). (2.15)
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In the derivation of the last two equations we have used the fact that since
G( p~ )=J0( p~ ) is self-adjoint for p~ # X 0 , i.e., for p~ = p~ {, it must satisfy
G( p~ {)*=G( p~ ) for all p~ # X . The identity (2.11) then holds for T=Bi , A$i ,
B$i , Ai" , Bi" by definition, and for T=Ai because of the relation
/(Ai , B&1i p~
{)* J i (Aip~ ) /(Ai , p~ )=Ji ( p~ ), (2.16)
which is the analytic extension for all p~ # X of the relation /(Ai , p~ )*
Ji (Ai p~ ) /(Ai , p~ )=J i ( p~ ) for p~ # X i (i.e., for p~ {=B ip~ ). It remains to verify
that (2.13), (2.14), and (2.15) produce a well-defined factor of automorphy
for X, namely that they are compatible with (2.3).
To ease the exposition, we define
:$= ‘
s
i=1
A$i B$iAi$&1B i$&1 , :"= ‘
1
i=s
Ai"Bi"Ai"&1B i"&1 ,
#= ‘
1
j=k&1
Aj , $= ‘
k&1
j=1
BjA&1j B
&1
j .
Then we have to show that
/(:", :$# $p~ ) /(:$, # $p~ ) /(#, $p~ ) /($, p~ )=Im
for all p~ # X ; since / is a factor of automorphy for S _ S, we know that
/(:$, #A0 p~ ) /(#, A0 p~ ) /(A0 , p~ )=Im . (2.17)
Using (2.14) and (2.15), we have
/(Ai"Bi"A i"&1B i"&1 , p~ )
=G(Ai"B i"A i"&1B i"&1 p~ )&1
_/(A$iB$i Ai$&1B i$&1 , B$iA$iB i$&1Ai$&1p~ {)* G( p~ ), (2.18)
which easily implies
/(:", p~ )=G(:"p~ )&1 /(:$, (:"p~ ){)* G( p~ ). (2.19)
Using (2.13) and (2.16), we obtain
/(BiA&1i B
&1
i , p~ )=G(BiA
&1
i B
&1
i p~ )
&1 /(A i , A&1i p~
{)* G( p~ ),
which easily implies
/($, p~ )=G($p~ )&1 /(#, ($p~ ){)* G( p~ ). (2.21)
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Thus we have to show that
G(:":$# $p~ )&1 /(:$, (:":$# $p~ ){)* G(:$# $p~ ) /(:$, # $p~ )
_/(#, $p~ ) G($p~ )&1 /(#, ($p~ ){)* G( p~ )=Im ,
or equivalently (since :":$#$=id),
/(#, ($p~ ){)* /(:$, p~ {)* G(:$# $p~ ) /(:$, # $p~ ) /(#, $p~ )=G($p~ ). (2.22)
Using (2.17) we can rewrite this as (using :$#=A&10 )
/(A0 , A&10 ($p~ )
{)&* G(A&10 $p~ ) /(A0 , A
&1
0 $p~ )
&1=G($p~ )
which is equivalent to /(A0 , p~ {)* G(A0p~ ) /(A0 , p~ )=G( p~ ). But G( p~ )=
J0( p~ ), hence this holds by hypothesis (for p~ # X 0 and hence everywhere). K
We can give now a necessary conditionwhich we shall later show to be suf-
ficient as wellfor the indefinite inner product space H2, J0( p), ..., Jk&1( p)(S, /2)
to be nondegenerate.
Proposition 2.2. If the indefinite inner product space H2, J0( p), ..., Jk&1( p)
(S, /2) is nondegenerate, then h0(X, /2)=0.
Notice that in particular the condition is satisfied automatically in the
positive definite case (i.e., when Ji ( p~ )>0 for i=0, ..., k&1); for line
bundles this has been obtained by Fay [19, Proposition 6.8] (see also
[46]).
Proof of Proposition 2.2. Let f be a nonzero global section of /2 on
X and let g be any element of H2, J0( p), ..., Jk&1( p)(S, /2). We assume first
that g is analytic on a neighbourhood of S _ S. Then as in (2.8)(2.10),
[ g, f ]= :
k&1
0
|
Xi
f ( p~ )* J i ( p~ ) g( p~ )=|
XR
f ( p~ {)* G( p~ ) g( p~ )=0,
by Cauchy’s theorem, since f ( p~ {)* G( p~ ) g( p~ ) is a holomorphic differential
on a neighbourhood of S _ S and XR=S.
In the general case, we use the notation introduced in (1.8) and the fact
that the restriction of g to X 0i (r) converges in L2 to the restriction of g to
X 0i (using the argument of the boundary uniformizer to identify the two
paths with the unit interval) to write
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[ g, f ]=lim
r  1
:
k&1
0
|
X 0i (r)
f ( p~ )* Ji ( p~ ) g( p~ )
=lim
r  1
:
k&1
0
|
X 0i (r)
( f ( p~ )* Ji ( p~ )& f ( p~ {)* G( p~ )) g( p~ )
+ lim
r  1
:
k&1
0
|
X 0i (r)
f ( p~ {)* G( p~ ) g( p~ ).
Now, the second sum just equals
:
k&1
0
|
Xi (r)
f ( p~ {)* G( p~ ) g( p~ )
and is zero by Cauchy’s theorem as before; as to the first sum, it tends to
zero as r tends to 1 since f ( p~ )* Ji ( p~ )& f ( p~ {)* G( p~ ) is easily seen to tend
uniformly to zero. Thus [ g, f ]=0 and it follows that H2, J0( p), ..., Jk&1( p)
(S, /2) is degenerate. K
We notice that vector bundles H on X of degree m(g&1) such that
h0(X, H)=0 are closely related to determinantal representations of
algebraic curves and play an important role in the theory of commuting
non-self-adjoint operators and related theory of 2D systems [9, 10, 44, 45, 47].
We conclude this section by considering the unitary case. If in Proposi-
tion 2.1 the given vector bundle / on S is flat unitary and the matrix-func-
tions Ji ( p) are constant and their constant values are signature matrices,
then the extended vector bundle on X is also flat unitary. This is clear from
the formulas (2.13)(2.15). Conversely, if the vector bundle / on X is flat
unitary, then since G is an isomorphism from / to the dual of /{ it follows
that G is constant and unitary. Since it is also self-adjoint, it is a constant
signature matrix; it is obvious then that so are all the Ji .
If m=1, then we can always take the line bundle / in H$/2 to be
flat unitary. For m>1 this is possible if and only if the vector bundle H is
a direct sum of stable bundles; on the other hand it follows easily from the
condition h0(X, H)=0 that H is semistable. So at least when the indefinite
Hardy space is nondegenerate the unitary case is in some sense generic.
(For the definition and basic properties of stability for vector bundles, see
[42]; notice that when H is actually stable, i.e., when the unitary represen-
tation / of ?1(X) is irreducible, necessarily G=\Im ; in general when H is
a direct sum of stable bundles, G has a block structure determined by the
direct summands of H.)
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Finally, flat unitary vector bundles / on X with h0(X, /2)>0 form a
divisor in the moduli space of flat unitary vector bundles (the generalized
theta divisor)see [15, 20]so that the condition of Proposition 2.2 is
then satisfied generically.
3. CAUCHY KERNELS
We now discuss the Cauchy kernel. Let S be a finite bordered Riemann
surface with double X as before, and let / be a vector bundle of degree 0
on X (given by a factor of automorphy) with h0(X, /2)=0, where
22=KX . (For the definition of the Cauchy kernel and Proposition 3.1
X can be any compact Riemann surface; the condition h0(X, /2)=0
actually implies that / is isomorphic to a flat vector bundle, i.e., we may
assume that for every T # ?1(X) the function /(T, p~ ) is constant so that /
is a homomorphism from ?1(X) into the group of invertible m_m complex
matricessee [9, 10]but this is of no particular importance for our dis-
cussion.) The Cauchy kernel K(/; } , } ) is a meromorphic mapping of the
vector bundles ?2*/ and ?1*/?1*2?2*2 on X_X, where ?1 and ?2
denote the projections of X_X on the first and the second factor, respec-
tively; it is holomorphic outside the diagonal of X_X, where it has a
simple pole with residue Im . More explicitly, the Cauchy kernel K(/; p~ , q~ )
is an m_m matrix whose elements are meromorphic sections in p~ and q~ of
the pullback of 2 to X satisfying
K(/; Tp~ , Rq~ )
- dt (Tp~ ) - ds (Rq~ )
=/(T, p~ )
K(/; p~ , q~ )
- dt ( p~ ) - ds (q~ )
/(R, q~ )&1, (3.1)
where t and s are local parameters on X and - dt and - ds are the corre-
sponding local holomorphic frames for 2 lifted to the neighborhoods of
p~ , Tp~ and q~ , Rq~ on X respectively. K(/; p~ , q~ ) is holomorphic in p~ and q~ as
long as the images of p~ and q~ on X are distinct and for any p~ 0 # X lying
over p0 # X and any local parameter t on X centered at p0 we have near
( p~ 0 , p~ 0 ) # X _X
K(/; p~ , q~ )
- dt ( p~ ) - dt (q~ )
=
1
t( p~ )&t(q~ )
(Im+O(- |t( p~ )|2+|t(q~ )|2)). (3.2)
The uniqueness of the Cauchy kernel follows immediately from
h0(X, /2)=0. In the line bundle case the existence follows from an
explicit formula in terms of the theta function [9, 10]. In the general case
the existence can be proved by a straightforward analysis of the space of
global sections of the vector bundle ?1*/ ?1*2?2*2 (?2*/)* on X_X
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twisted by the diagonal; see [10] (and for the line bundle case [35, 36]).
Alternatively, the Cauchy kernel can be constructed explicitly embedding X
(birationally) in the projective plane and using determinantal represen-
tations of the resulting plane algebraic curve; see [9]. A still different
approach [20] arrives at the Cauchy kernel from the Green’s function for
the heat equation over X. Note that when X is the Riemann sphere and /
is (necessarily) trivial
K(/; p, q)=
Im
t( p)&t(q)
- dt ( p) - dt (q)
where t is the standard coordinate on the complex plane, i.e., we get the
usual Cauchy kernel.
We shall need an important identity satisfied by the Cauchy kernel.
Proposition 3.1. Let y be a nonconstant meromorphic function on X of
degree n. Let ; # C be such that there are n distinct points p1(;), ..., pn(;) # X
such that y( pi (;))=;, i=1, ..., n. Then, for all p, q # X with p=% q,
:
n
i=1
1
dy( pi (;))
K(/; p, pi(;)) K(/; pi(;), q)=
y(q)& y( p)
( y( p)&;)( y(q)&;)
K(/; p, q),
(3.3)
and for all p # X
:
n
i=1
1
dy( pi (;))
K(/; p, pi (;)) K( p i(;), p)=&
dy( p)
( y( p)&;)2
Im . (3.4)
Similarly, assume that y has n distinct poles p1 , ..., pn . Then, for all
p, q # X with p=% q,
:
n
i=1
ci
dti ( pi)
K(/; p, p i) K(/; pi , q)=( y(q)& y( p)) K(/; p, q), (3.5)
and for all p # X
:
n
i=1
ci
dti ( pi)
K(/; p, p i) K(/; p i , p)=&dy( p) Im . (3.6)
In the last two equations, ti are local parameters on X centered at pi ,
i=1, ..., n, and y=&(ci ti )+O(1) near pi .
Proof. We begin with (3.3). Let us fix a point q # X and a local
parameter t on X centered at q. Let e be any vector in the fiber of / at q
and let us multiply both sides of (3.3) by e- dt (q). We obtain two
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meromorphic sections of /2 in p and we have to show that they coin-
cide. Since by hypothesis /2 has no nontrivial global holomorphic sec-
tions, it is enough to show that these two sections have the same poles with
the same principal parts (in terms of some local parameters). It follows
immediately from the definition of the Cauchy kernel that the only poles of
both sections are simple and located at the points pi (;), i=1, ..., n (the
point q is a removable singularity for the righthand side). Let si be a local
parameter centered at the point pi (;), i=1, ..., n. From (3.2), the residue
for the left-hand side at pi (;) in terms of the local parameter si is equal to
dsi ( pi (;))
dy( pi (;))
K(/; pi (;), q) e
- dt (q) - ds i ( pi (;))
.
But this is clearly also the residue for the right-hand side.
To obtain (3.4), we take the limit on both sides of (3.3) when p is fixed
and q tends to p.
To obtain (3.5) and (3.6) from (3.3) and (3.4) respectively, we multiply
both sides by ;2 and take the limit as ; tends to infinity, noting that
ci=lim;   (;2dy( pi (;))) where pi (;)  pi as ;  . K
Assume now that / is a vector bundle satisfying /(T {, p~ {)*G(Tp~ ) /(T, p~ )=
G( p~ ) for T # ?1(X), p~ # X , with J0( p~ )=G( p~ ) and Ji ( p~ )=G(Bip~ ) /(Bi , p~ ),
i=1, ..., k&1, as in Section 2. The Cauchy kernel K(/; } , } ) allows us to
check immediately that the Hardy spaces H2, J0( p), ..., Jk&1( p)(S, /2) are
reproducing kernel spaces (this is clear in the positive case since it is easy
to check that the evaluation functionals are bounded) and to write down
the reproducing kernel. First notice that
K(/; p{, q{)*=&G(q) K(/; q, p) G( p)&1. (3.7)
To check this, notice that &G( p)&1K(/; q{, p{)* G(q) has all the properties
of the Cauchy kernel, and hence coincides with it by uniqueness. It follows
that H( p, q)=&(12?i) K(/; p, q{) is the reproducing kernel, i.e.,
_ f, H( } , q) e- dt (q{)&=
e*G(q) f (q)
- dt (q)
, (3.8)
where q # S, t is a local parameter centered at q (and the symmetric local
parameter centered at q{), e is in the fiber of / at q{, and f #
H2, J0( p), ..., Jk&1( p)(S, /2). To prove (3.8) assume first that f is analytic on
a neighborhood of S _ S in X. We have as in (2.8)(2.10)
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_ f, H( } , q) e- dt (q{)&=
1
2?i
:
k&1
i=0
|
Xi
e*
- dt (q)
K(/; p~ , q~ {)* Ji ( p~ ) f ( p~ )
=
1
2?i |XR
e*
- dt (q)
K(/; p~ {, q~ {)* G( p~ ) f ( p~ )
=
&1
2?i |XR
e*
- dt (q)
G(q~ ) K(/; q~ , p~ ) f ( p~ )
=
e* G(q) f (q)
- dt (q)
. (3.9)
Here we have used (3.7) and the residue theorem since the last integrand
is a meromorphic differential on a neighbourhood of S _ S with a single
simple pole at q.
The case of a general element in H2, J0( p), ..., Jk&1( p)(S, /2) is easily
handled by a limiting process as in the proof of Proposition 2.2. Notice
that the existence of the reproducing kernel implies immediately that the
necessary condition for the space H2, J0( p), ..., Jk&1( p)(S, /2) to be non-
degenerate given by Proposition 2.2 is also sufficient.
4. THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE ISOMORPHISM
We shall construct now an isometric isomorphism between the Hardy
space H2, J0( p), ..., Jk&1( p)(S, /2), where / is a vector bundle on a finite
bordered Riemann surface S as before, where 22=KS , and where Ji ( p~ )
are self-adjoint matrix-functions on boundary components as in the Intro-
duction, and a classical indefinite Hardy space H M2, J of the unit disk. By the
results of Section 2, we can extend / to a vector bundle on the double X
of S satisfying (2.11) and (2.12). We make the assumption that
h0(X, /2)=0 (which is necessary and sufficient for the Hardy space
H2, J0( p), ..., Jk&1( p)(S, /2) to be nondegenerate). To construct the isomor-
phism, we shall use the Cauchy kernel for / on X introduced in the pre-
vious section and a meromorphic function y on X of degree n such
that | y( p)|=1 for all p # XR=S and | y( p)|<1 for all p # X+=S. In
other words, y satisfies y( p) y( p{)=1 and y represents X+ as a ramified
n-sheeted covering of the unit disk D. It has been shown by Ahlfors [4]
that such a function always exists, and it may be chosen to have the mini-
mal possible degree g+1; see also [5, 19, 21].
To define our isomorphism, fix a point *0 # C with n distinct points
p1(*0), ..., pn(*0) # X such that y( pi (*0))=*0 , i=1, ..., n; we also fix a lifting
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of pi (*0) to the universal covering surface X of X, i=1, ..., n. Let f be a
holomorphic section of /2 on S. We shall define a holomorphic
CM-valued function
v1(*)
v(*)=\ b + (4.1)vn(*)
(where vi (*) are Cm-valued, and M=nm) on the open unit disk as follows.
Assume first that there are n distinct points p1(*), ..., pn(*) # X with
y( pi (*))=*. We set
vi (*)=(*&*0) :
n
j=1
1
dy( pj (*))
1
- dy ( pi (*0))
K(/; pi (*0), pj (*)) f ( pj (*)).
(4.2)
We see that v(*) is indeed a holomorphic function of * in the open unit
disk, except at the isolated points over which y is ramified; at these points,
v(*) may have a pole, but an easy explicit expansion in Laurent series
shows that these are in fact removable singularities. Conversely, if v(*) as
in (4.1) is a holomorphic CM-valued function on the open unit disk, we
define a holomorphic section f of /2 on S by
f ( p)=&( y( p)&*0) :
n
i=1
1
- dy ( pi (*0))
K(/; p, pi (*0)) vi ( y( p)). (4.3)
We shall show now that (4.3) and (4.2) are inverse to each other. First
we introduce some notation. Let *$, *" be two different points in C each
with n distinct pre-images under y on X, p1(*$), ..., pn(*$) and p1(*"),
..., pn(*") respectively. Set
K(*$, *")=(*$&*") \ 1- dy ( pi (*$)) K(/; pi (*$), pj (*"))
1
- dy ( pj(*"))+i, j=1, ..., n .
(4.4)
The notation K(*$, *") is actually a bit sloppy since the right hand side of
(4.4) depends not only on the points *$, *" but also on the numbering of
their preimages on X and choices of liftings of the preimages to the univer-
sal covering surface X . All these extra choices will always be clear from the
context or unimportant.
We set K(*$, *")=I for *$=*" by continuity. It follows from Proposition
3.3 that
K(*$, *") K(*", *$$$ )=K(*$, *$$$ ). (4.5)
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In particular,
K(*$, *") K(*", *$ )=I. (4.6)
Now we see that (4.2) and (4.3) can be rewritten respectively as
v1(*)
f ( p1(*))
- dy ( p1(*))\ b +=&K(*0 , *) \ b + (4.7)vn(*) f ( pn(*))
- dy ( pn(*))
and
f ( p1(*))
- dy ( p1(*))
v1(*)
\ b +=&K(* , *0) \ b + (4.8)f ( pn(*))
- dy ( pn(*))
vn(*)
These are clearly inverses of each other because of (4.6).
There is also a version of (4.2) and (4.3) for *0=, namely
vi (*)=& :
n
j=1
1
dy( pj (*))
- ci
- dti ( pi)
K(/; pi , pj (*)) f ( pj (*)) (4.9)
and
f ( p)= :
n
i=1
- ci
- dti ( pi)
K(/; p, pi) vi ( y( p)). (4.10)
In these expressions, p1 , ..., pn are the poles of y (assumed to be all simple),
ti is a local coordinate at pi and y=&ci ti +O(1) near p i as in Proposition
3.1. To show that (4.9) and (4.10) are inverse to each other we proceed as
before. We have only to extend by continuity the definition (4.4) to the case
where *$ or *" is equal to infinity, namely
K(, *")=\ - ci- dti ( pi) K(/; pi , pj (*"))
1
- dy ( pj (*"))+ i, j=1, ..., n (4.11)
and
K(*$, )=&\ 1- dy ( pi (*$ )) K(/; pi (*$ ), pj)
- cj
- dtj ( pj)+ i, j=1, ..., n . (4.12)
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It follows from y( p) y( p{)=1 that dy( p{)=&(1y( p)2) dy( p); therefore
(3.7) implies that
K \ 1*" ,
1
*$+
*
=G*$K(*$, *")G&1*" . (4.13)
Here for every * # P1 with n distinct pre-images p1(*), ..., pn(*) under y, G*
is an M_M block diagonal matrix with diagonal blocks equal to
G( p1(*)), ..., G( pn(*)) (of course the notation G* is somewhat sloppy like
the notation K( } , } ) and presupposes the numbering of the pre-images of
* on X and choices of liftings of the preimages to the universal covering
surface X ). Notice that G*1* =G* ; therefore the M_M matrix J*=
G1* K(1* , *) is self-adjoint.
Before stating the main result of this paper we notice that it is easily seen
that y is not ramified over points of the unit circle T. Taking * # T and
p # S in (4.2) and (4.3) respectively gives mutually inverse maps between
square integrable CM-valued functions v on T and locally square integrable
sections f of /2 over S.
Theorem 4.1. The map (4.2) and its inverse (4.3) define an isometric
isomorphism (up to a factor of 2?) between the spaces L2, J0( p), ..., Jk&1( p)
(S, /2) and LM2, J* 0(T), which map the subspaces H2, J0( p), ..., Jk&1(p)(S, /2)
and H M2, J* 0 respectively onto each other.
Proof. First we show that given a v # LM2 (T) and a locally square
integrable section f of /2 over S related by (4.2) and (4.3), we have
2?[v, v]*0=[ f, f ]L2, J0 ( p), ..., Jk&1 ( p) (S, /2) .
This is done in the following sequence of equalities, where we use first
(2.8)(2.10), then the fact that for p # XR , dy( p)=&(1y( p)2) dy( p), and
finally (4.13) and (4.5):
[ f, f ]L2, J0( p), ..., Jk&1( p)(S, /2)
= :
k&1
i=0
|
Xi
f ( p~ )* Ji ( p~ ) f ( p~ )
=|
XR
f ( p~ {)* G( p~ ) f ( p~ )
=|
T
:
n
i=1
1
dy( pi (*))
f ( p~ i (*){)* G( p~ i (*)) f ( p~ i (*)) d*
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=|
T
:
n
i=1
1
- dy ( pi (*))
1
- dy ( pi (*))
_f ( p~ i (*){)* G( p~ i (*)) f ( p~ i (*))
d*
i*
=|
T
v(*)* K(*, *0)* G*K(*, *0 ) v(*)
d*
i*
=|
T
v(*)* G1* 0 K \ 1* 0 , *+ K(*, *0) v(*)
d*
i*
=|
T
v(*)* J*0v(*)
d*
i*
=2?[v, v]J*0 .
It remains to show that given an analytic CM-valued function v on D
and an analytic section f of /2 over S related by (4.2) and (4.3), v # H M2
if and only if f # H2, J0( p), ..., Jk&1( p)(S, /2). We use the notation of (1.8),
taking y to be the boundary uniformizer near each of the boundary com-
ponents:
:
k&1
i=0
|
X 0i(r)
f ( p~ )* f ( p~ )=|
|*|=r
:
n
i=1
1
|dy( pi (*))|
f ( p~ i (*))* f ( p~ i (*)) |d*|
=|
|*|=r
v(*)* K(*, *0)* K(*, *0) v(*) |d*|.
Here of course we take the lifting p~ i (*) of a pre-image pi (*) of * to be on
X 0i (r) hence in a fixed compact neighbourhood of X
0
i ; but then it is clear
that the norms of the matrices K(*, *0) for |*|=r, 1&=<r<1, are
uniformly bounded. It follows that if v # H M2 , then
sup
1&=<r<1
:
k&1
i=0
|
X 0i (r)
f ( p)* f ( p)<,
i.e., f # H2, J0( p), ..., Jk&1( p)(S, /2). The proof that if f # H2, J0( p), ..., Jk&1( p)
(S, /2) then v # H M2 is completely analogous. K
Writing X"XR=X+ _ X& with X+=S, it is clear from the proof of
the theorem that the map (4.2) and its inverse (4.3) between the
spaces L2, J0( p), ..., Jk&1( p)(S, /2) and L
M
2, J* 0
(T) also map the subspaces
H2, J0( p), ..., Jk&1( p)(X& , /2) and H
&, M
2, J* 0
respectively onto each other. The
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orthogonal (with respect to the [ } , } ]J* 0 inner product) direct sum decom-
position LM2, J* 0=H
M
2, J* 0
H &, M2, J* 0 then gives
L2, J0( p), ..., Jk&1( p)(XR , /2)
H2, J0( p), ..., Jk&1( p)(X+ , /2)H2, J0( p), ..., Jk&1( p)(X& , /2). (4.14)
The orthogonal direct sum decomposition (4.14) can be also written
using the natural conjugation operator f [ f { from locally square
integrable sections of /2 to locally square integrable sections of /{2
(over S=XR) given by f {( p~ )=f ( p~ {)=/(Tp~ , p~ ) f ( p~ ) where p~ with
p~ {=Tp~ p~ lies over a point of XR . Notice that for p~ # X i we have
f {( p~ )=f ( p~ ) for i=0 and f {( p~ )=/(Bi , p~ ) f ( p~ ) for i=1, ..., k&1. We define
G{( p~ )=G( p~ )t, p~ # X , so that the parahermitian pairing H {_H  KX is
induced by the given pairing H_H{  KX (see (2.7)), and this leads us to
define (see (2.8)(2.9)), for p~ with p~ {=Tp~ p~ over a point of XR ,
J {( p~ )=/{(Tp~ , p~ )*G{( p~ )=/(T {p~ , p~
{)* G( p~ )t=(G( p~ {)* /(T {p~ , p~
{))t
=J( p~ {)t=J(Tp~ p~ )t
=/(Tp~ , p~ )&tJ( p~ )t /(T {p~ , p~
{). (4.15)
In particular, J {0( p~ )=J0( p~ )
t and J {i ( p~ )=/(Bi , p~ )
&tJi ( p~ )t /(B{i , p~
{) for
i=1, ..., k&1. It is now clear that
[ f, g]L2, J0( p), ..., Jk&1( p) (XR , /2)=[ g
{, f {]L2, J {0 ( p), ..., J {k&1 ( p) (XR , /
{ 2) , (4.16)
i.e., the conjugation operator is a conjugate-linear isometric involutive isomor-
phism between L2, J0( p), ..., Jk&1( p)(XR , /2) and L2, J{0( p), ..., J{k&1 ( p)(XR , /
{2).
It is obvious that the conjugation operator maps H2, J{0( p), ..., J{k&1( p) (X+ , /
{2)
onto H2, J0( p), ..., Jk&1( p)(X& , /2), so that we can rewrite (4.14) as
L2, J0( p), ..., Jk&1( p)(XR , /2)
=H2, J0( p), ..., Jk&1( p)(X+ , /2) (H2, J{0( p), ..., J{k&1 ( p)(X+ , /
{2)){.
(4.17)
Notice finally that the orthogonal projection P+ from L2, J0( p), ..., Jk&1( p)
(XR , /2) onto H2, J0( p), ..., Jk&1( p)(X+ , /2) is given, according to (3.8),
by
e*G(q)(P+ f )(q)
- dt (q)
=_ f, H( } , q) e- dt (q{)&, (4.18)
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where q # S, t is a local parameter centered at q (and the symmetric local
parameter centered at q{), and e is in the fiber of / at q{. Rewriting the
scalar product on the right-hand side of (4.18) as in the end of Section 3,
we see that P+ is the Cauchy transform defined by the Cauchy kernel
K(/; } , } ):
(P+f )(q)=&
1
2?i |XR K(/; q, p) f ( p). (4.19)
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